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Internal Rules 
To ensure that everyone has a pleasant stay, please respect the rules of « Le Roumagnan ». 
 
ARRIVAL 

On arrival, the holidaymaker must present himself to the Week Manager and be given the keys to his 

accommodation (for rack reservations) or indicate the number of his pitch and the location of his fridge (for 

camping pitch reservations). The holidaymaker may not set up on his pitch or in his accommodation without 

the permission of the Week Manager. 

PRESENCE 
Any person who has announced himself/herself in advance is present (remember to add the surnames, first 

names and dates of birth of each person accompanying the person in question in the client area).  

→ Please inform Sofy (in charge of bookings) of any changes to your stay (duration, number of people present, 

visits, etc.): info@leroumagnan.fr 

 
NOISE AND SILENCE 

From 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. absolute silence is to be respected. Holidaymakers are requested to leave the 

playground. 

 
VEHICULES 

Each reservation of a pitch (built or not) includes parking for a maximum of 2 vehicles.  

Please contact the Week Manager for any additional vehicles. 

Vehicle traffic : 

• The maximum speed allowed in the Centre is « at the walk ». 

• From 11pm onwards, all motor vehicle traffic is prohibited. Latecomers should park their vehicles 

along the road outside the Centre. 

Parking of vehicles : vehicles are parked in the allocated space in the starting position. Visitors’ vehicles will 

be parked in the designated parking areas. 

Car washing is not permitted. 

 

SORTING WASTE 

Household waste is put in bin bags and deposited in the green bins near the gate. 

Paper and cardboard packaging, newspapers and magazines, food cartons and pizza boxes are placed in the 

yellow bin. 

Plastic bottles and flasks should be put in the grey bin. 

Please put your glasses in the bins provided for glasses in the commune. 

 

PETS 

Dogs and other pets are not allowed in the Centre. 

 

FIRES, BARBECUE, CIGARETTES 
Due to the high risk of fire, all fires and sources of flame are prohibited:  

• Campfires, gas or wood/coal barbecues, skottel braai, candles... are forbidden 

• Cigarettes, cigars and pipes are not allowed inside the Centre from 1 June to 30 September. 
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